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• Stories are a universal language 
• Storytelling is universal to the human experience. 
• Storytelling is the act of telling or writing stories o

narratives
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Are universal
Have a clear structure
Appeal to our emotions

Are surprising or unexpected
Are simple and focused
Have a character (hero)

Great stories

 )
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STORIES are told 
1)For entertainment
2)For educational purposes
3)For informational purposes
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The médium to delivery the STORY can be different
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Verbal Storytelling. 
Iconography. 

Print. 
Audiovisual.
Transmedia



Subscribe to COST news: 
www.cost.eu/subscribe

www.underground4value.eu

Subscribe our newletter

Stories are a universal language…. and allow

researchers to investigate elements of the

human psyche, discover the meaning of 

human existence and appraise our own

individual purpose within it (Brooker 2004)

We are all consumers of stories 
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Endar
Pratsetyo

(2017)
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1. Stories put in order (make sense) things that have 
happened 

We are all consumers of stories
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Stories solidify abstract concepts and 
simplify complex messages.
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 2. By telling a STORY we transmit information/details/emotion

Elements of an engaging story:
Character
Drama
Resolution

We are all consumers of stories
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Elements of a engaging story

Choose a 
character 
which your 
audience can 
relate to 
easily.

The Character is a connection between you, 
and your target audience. You need to 
choose a character which your audience can 
relate to easily.
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Set a drama which fits your prospect’s problems, 
needs, or audience’s journey. 
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https://uxdes
ign.cc/telling
-the-users-
story-
b64619b663
6e
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Resolution. Where there’s drama or conflict, 
your audience will naturally want some sort 

of resolution.

Elements of a engaging story
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Good stories surprise us. 
 They don’t always have to be a happy ending. 
 The resolution should wrap up the story but should also 

clearly call your audience to action. 
 It fulfils the purpose behind the story.

Resolution
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2. Community
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Stories are an opportunity to
Engage people in meaninful change

Stories and community building
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Stories promote and shape ideas.

People have used stories to promote cooperation and 

influence social behaviors. Stories engage our emotions. 

Stories and community building
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Stories promote and shape ideas.
When you tell a story, you're asking someone to see a series 

of events from your perspective. 
 The person listening to that story believes in the truth of what

you're saying.
 (or not)

Stories and community building
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 .

Listen to and understand your 
audience’s needs and problems
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Stories are an opportunity to connect with people
Stories and community building
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Stories bring people together.
Sharing a story gives even the most diverse people a sense 

of commonality and community.

You can tell the stories of how your community was 

created or the purpose your community serves to gain 

more members or retain the members you already have.

Stories and community building
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Stories are an opportunity to
Honoring the past
 Imaginate the future

Stories and community building
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Stories are an opportunity to
 Listen diverse voices

Stories and community building
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Sharing experiencies through narrative can
Built trust
 Transfer knowledge
Generate emotional connections

Storytelling is a powerful way to exchange
learning experiences
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Contructs agency
Shapes identity
Motivate actions

Storytelling has a central role in social 
movements
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Key points to consider when working with
stories

DOI:10.1007/s00146-017-
0744-1
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DOI:10.1007
/s00146-
017-0744-1
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1. Know your audience. Who wants to hear your story?
2. Define your core message
3. Decide what kind of story you're telling
4. Establish your call-to-action
5. Choose your story medium
6. Plan and structure your story
7. Share your story
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 1. IGNORANCE. People do not see that others have the
experience needed

 2. LACK OF CAPABILITY. People lack of resources to put
new knowledge into use

Barriers to the transformative power of
storytelling
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Barriers to the transformative power of
storytelling
• 3. LACK OF RELATIONSHIPS. People do not have the personal 

ties to invest time in teaching/learning

4. LACK OF MOTIVATION… So what it the gain of this? 
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What are the dominant narratives in your community?
 Identify the choices that have been made in your

community that could potentially shape a sustainable
narrative
Ponderate the skills of your tellers
Create opportunities to sustainability stories (stories

esay to transmit),

A way to surpass barriers
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